
 
 

Unity Internet Operating System / UIOS 

Global software social support system - Co-Create New Paradigms for the World 
 

-Introduction- 

What we create and how we share it inspires confidence and enthusiasm to change the 

world. The Unity IOS is a new form of organization for software. A unified open-source 

web and software development platform that weaves together the major functions and 

features of current communications digital software and hardware technologies we have 

creating a new architecture of software and social intent for global unity. 

The focus of Unity IOS is to create an open-source unified environment with tool sets and 

support channels for empowering individuals to co-create their ideas, projects and 

dreams together. To support and empower individuals all over the world to connect, 

organize and unify co-creatively in new social paradigms for the world integrating current 

social organizational structures we have regionally and globally. 

We, as a global community have infinite resources and ways to co-create as we choose. 

In local regions and area all over the world, we have the same abundance in our capacity 

to co-create. Learning to move beyond self-sustaining and become overflowing in creative 

abundance. Formed in the intent to create specific and focused tools to assist 

communities to organize in harmony through their diversity creating more abundance and 

stability locally and globally. Connecting the people and all the resources and tools to co-

create openly in an organized communal atmosphere. 
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-Template of Intent- 
1  

 
 To create a portal for a global co-creative unified environment of infinite channel 

of tools, support and abundance in creating our ideas, projects, dreams. 
 

 Creating a relationship between digital technologies and beneficial social and 

ecological intent. 
 

 A platform of tools to allow people to practice living in a new paradigm of co-

existing and co-creating. 
 

 Next generation web platform making use of current software and technological 

capacities in all new ways. 
 



 Displaying geospatial based visual map showing a rich detailed and diverse 

community and environmental resources. 
 

 Creating specifically developed toolsets for different regions across the world that 

are sharable between regions. 
 

 Fully self-sustainable financial and resource support. 

 

 A social media based communication platform focused specifically on uniting 

communities and regions through clear intent. 
 

 

 

- Overview - 
2  

Unity Rising is a social network architecture designed to support the world collectively in 

a new organized framework of intent to creative anything we choose for earth. Connecting 

individuals in local communities, cities and regions globally. By focusing on one area and 

scale at a time in developing, we can give a lot of attention in detail at different levels of 

scale of interaction within and between communities. The main sections of the website 

are described below. 

Sovereign Freedom 

Reality will utilize current and industry proven game design techniques and game 

engines, yet take them to new dynamic heights of innovation through development. 

Reality will have highly realistic and interactive environments mirroring that of our own. 

The only limits to the player’s creative and dynamic abilities in the game will be their 

imaginations.  

Co-Creating Unity 

Reality will utilize current and industry proven game design techniques and game 

engines, yet take them to new dynamic heights of innovation through development. 

Reality will have highly realistic and interactive environments mirroring that of our own. 

The only limits to the player’s creative and dynamic abilities in the game will be their 

imaginations.  

 

 



Networking Abundance 

Reality will utilize current and industry proven game design techniques and game 

engines, yet take them to new dynamic heights of innovation through development. 

Reality will have highly realistic and interactive environments mirroring that of our own. 

The only limits to the player’s creative and dynamic abilities in the game will be their 

imaginations.  

Digital Tool sets 

By utilizing a state of the art cutting edge game engine, Reality will strive to produce both 

brilliant visuals and frame rate stability on console systems and both current computer 

and future computer hardware technology. 

Financial Funding  

Reality will use the latest and most dynamic physics engine available to create realistic 

movements, actions and effects for the many objects and players in the game. 

Human resources  

The Reality game experience will be massively multiplayer online based and is sure to 

be one of the most, complex, refined and deep gaming experiences to have ever 

appeared on the gaming scene. The combination of the MMORPG and RTS gaming 

experience will be a surefire hit in the gaming community, bringing game fans from both 

genres together for the first time on an unprecedented scale.  

Physical resources  

Reality is a mirrored image of our story, of our present age and of our future age to come. 

 

 

 

-Development Stages- 
3  

The first phase of development will focus on creating a template for the island of Kauai 

and next to all of the islands of Hawaii. 

 First Development Stage ( Island of Kauai ) 
 

 Second Development Stage ( Islands of Hawaii ) 
 

 Third Development Stage ( United States ) 



 
 Fourth Development Stage ( Europe, South America, Africa,  India, and Asia ) 

 

 Fifth Development Stage ( Focused on full launch with world wide support  

 

 
 

-Features Overview- 
4  

 
The two main aspects are the community and the environment. The community 

comprises everything going on with way of life, focuses on different aspects of the 

community so people can share and connect about ideas and ways of life harmonizing 

the community and creating a greater level of abundance and joy for the community. 

 

 
-Dynamic Information Threads- 

5  

Creating an open transparent community based and operated news feed for local 

information and news focused on two aspects of the regional area is one of the primary 

focuses of the website. The two main aspects are the community and the environment. 

The community comprises everything going on with way of life, focuses on different 

aspects of the community so people can share and connect about ideas and ways of 

life harmonizing the community and creating a greater level of abundance and joy for 

the community. 

 Local Community News ( Edited by passionate local community members ) 

 Local Environment News (Edited by passionate local community members ) 

 

 

 
 



-Community Co-Creation Organization- 
6  

 

The community co-creation tools are specifically designed to cater to supporting 

diverse communities all over the world. The tools will be a developed mix of various 

ways to connect and co-create based on the regional cultural ways of life. These 

various toolsets developed uniquely for different cultures are shareable between 

cultures to offer more diversity. 

 Local Causes (Restore Land, Community Gardens, Beach Clean-Up, etc.) 

 Local Events (Kirtan, Potlucks, Yoga, Barbecue, Festivals, etc.) 

 Local Creative Circles (Arts, Crafts, Dance, Music, Food, etc.) 

 Local Services & Creations (Listing of community members services and 

creations) 

 

 

 

-Shared Stories & Templates- 
7  

 
As communities dream up new ways to live and co-create in the website these 

connections and stories playing out are shared with others globally via the news feed 

and custom filters and data query methods.  Each overview of a story of how a group 

of individuals created something amazing for their community somewhere in the world 

and how it all played out. This allows and supports people to learn from each other 

globally and their ideas to live differently and in harmony with their regional 

environment. When we share these ideas and epic stories of change, it inspires us all, 

gives us hope and confidence in our ability as individuals to rise up in the power of 

unity. 

 Land Resources ( Display and listing of land open for use for community co-

creation ) 

 People Resources ( Display and listing of local community members skills and 

interests ) 

 



 

 

-Geospatial Resource Mapping- 
8  

 
The regional resources maps are a vital tool to the way to visual connect and view 

information about regional areas all over the world in a whole new way. Combining 

detailed information about the local region gathered and input into the website by the 

local community members. 

Varying Dimensional lenses, filtering multiple data points, dimensions of via a lenses 

like a microscope peering through layers of multidimensional data, real time geospatial 

fractals. 

 Land Resources ( Display and listing of land open for use for community co-

creation ) 

 People Resources ( Display and listing of local community members skills and 

interests ) 

 

 

 

-Multidimensional Visual Data Environment- 
9  

 

Innovative visual data design tools, creating and shaping digital data in fields of 

resonance in a multidimensional geometric plane environment. 

 Land Resources ( Display and listing of land open for use for community co-

creation ) 

 People Resources ( Display and listing of local community members skills and 

interests ) 

 

 

-Information Filtering and Tracking- 



10  

The regional resources maps are a vital tool to the way to visual connect and view 

information about regional areas all over the world in a whole new way. Combining 

detailed information about the local region gathered and input into the website by the 

local community members 

 Land Resources ( Display and listing of land open for use for community co-

creation ) 

 People Resources ( Display and listing of local community members skills and 

interests ) 

 

 

 

-Community Development Pipelines- 
11  

 

The website will be initially designed for and open sourced to the community, support co-

creative development pipelines for the community and crowdfunded by the community. 
The framework and initial tool sets to be developed would be designed to evolve to where 
everyone collectively becomes the support base to develop it and use it, no longer a 
concentrated organizational structure, becoming diffuse in organization and development 
structure. 
 
 
 
 

 

-Self-Sustaining and Evolving Design- 
12  

The platform is designed to sustain itself in new ways in the market of free services large 

scale websites. Utilizing crowdfunding ads relating to member preferences and local 
community advertising for services and goods. Both of these methods assist in shifting 
world paradigms. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

-Transforming Technological Intent- 
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-Summary- 
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